
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I guess I looked _______ surprised _______ I felt.1. as as

This system has four great advantages: 1. Pictures can easily be traced on
the ground glass, and to those who, _______ myself, would find it difficult to
invent their own pictures, or to copy them, this counts for a great deal.

2.
like

Scarcely had his four bronchos topped the hill on the further side of Dry
Creek before a procession, the _______ of which Ross had never seen,
appeared on the trail the other side of the dugout.

3.
like

I heard the words _______ if he did not speak them.4. as

_______ it was, the rod was now useless.5. As

But, _______ I was saying, you must not think I have not suffered.6. as

In Japan there is no such thing _______ accident.7. as

But, be this _______ it may, it is nothing to us.8. as

She went on _______ if he had not spoken.9. as

The last week of the rehearsals of "The Purple Slipper" was a hectic rush,
the _______ of which Miss Adair had never imagined.
10.

like

She looked _______ if she had wept lately.11. as

I answered the appeal _______ if she had spoken.12. as

It seemed _______ if she had a little fever.13. as

His pale face was _______ calm _______ ever.14. as as

His face is _______ serious _______ prohibition.15. as as

Suppose you make me your Chancellor, or something _______
that-chancellor of your Oasian possessions!
16. like
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Her husband corresponded with the Board of Missions, wrote now and
then for the Christian Pioneer, and lived on the scanty pension allowed to
those who, _______ himself, had become incapacitated in line of duty.

17.

like

He shook his head _______ if he did not comprehend.18. as

It's just _______ true _______ can be.19. as as

He was _______ white _______ the snow outside.20. as as
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